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FUNDAMENTAL GROUPS OF NEGATIVELY CURVED 
MANIFOLDS AND ACTIONS OF SEMISIMPLE GROUPS 
RALF J. SPATZIER~ and ROBERT J. ZIMX~ER~ 
I. INVTRODC~C-IION 
THIS PAPFR is part of the investigation of the fundamental groups of manifolds on which 
a non-compact semisimple Lie group may act. Earlier work in this direction has dealt 
largely with the linear representation theory of the fundumcntal group. In this paper we 
consider homomorphisms into isomctry groups of negatively curved manifolds. and in 
particular the question as to when a scmisimplc Lie group may act on a manifold whose 
fundamcnt;ll group is isomorphic to th;tt of a ncgativcly curved manifold. 
The result extends to scmisimplc groups with R-rank(G) 2 2 as long as we make the 
further technical assumption of irreducibility, i.c., the non-compact normal subgroups of 
G act ergodically on the G-ergodic components. 
In the case in which we further assume that N is locally symmetric, the conclusion of 
Theorem A follows from [ 151. With no such locally symmetric assumption on N but in the 
special case that hJ = G/T for r c G ;I cocompact lattice and the symmetric space asso- 
ciated to G is Hermitian, the result has been rcccntly obtained by Jost and Yau [7] as 
a corollary of results on the fundamental groups of more general Kihler manifolds. In fact, 
the present paper was motivated by [73. first to remove the hypothesis that the symmetric 
space associated IO G be Hermitian. and second to establish the result for fundamental 
groups of manifolds on which G preserves ;I connection but is not necessarily transitive. (We 
also remark in this context that the hypothesis in Theorem A that n,(G) is finite can often be 
dispensed with simply by passing to a suitable lower dimensional subgroup with this 
property.) Our techniques, however, are completely different from those of Jost-Yau. While 
in [7] the essential technique was that of exploiting the presence of a certain harmonic map, 
we shall use in a fundamental way the tcchniqucs of algebraic ergodic theory. 
One can obtain other generalizations of the results of [7] under some varied hypotheses. 
We recall from [ 151 that an action of a conncctcd group G on a manifold izJ is called 
engaging if there is no loss of ergodicity in passing to finite covers; i.e., if XI’ + M is a finite 
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cover. then any measurable &invariant function on .1f’ is lifted from a function on .V. (Here 
6 is the universal cover of G.) 
THEOREM B. Let G be (I connt~crrd simpk Lie yroup withjinite center untf R-w&(G) 2 2. 
Suppose there is a continuous. finite mecrsurr prestwiny eng@ug uction (f G on a compwt 
nwzijold izl prrstwiny n finite measure. Let .V be u compktr. simply connected Riemunniun 
munifild with sectiond curwture - b’ 5 K 5 - 11’. \cAtw 11. h E R. u # 0. Lrt I( .3’) be the 
isometrj, group qf‘ .V. and h : n, ( .!I ) -+ f ( ,V ) be a honronlorplfisni. !f h( IT, f .\I ) ) is discrete and 
residudlr finite then it is jnite. ( In fizct. h( z, [ JI )) cmnot he (I discrete suhcqroup bvith finite 
quotients oj‘ trrbitrd_v loryr curtiindit_v.) 
The information we have about homomorphism into I( N) with non discrete image (say 
under the hypotheses of Theorems A or B) is not as complete. We recall that a group is 
called F-simple if every normal subgroup is either finite or of finite index. Marpulis has 
shown that there are large classes of natural F-simple groups [8, l-l]. Combining The- 
orem B with the results of [lS]. one can show 
COROLLARY C. Under the h~~potheses (!f Theorem B with n I ( ,I!) F-simple and residuall) 
finite. und dim(N) su~icientl~ smull with respect to G, th unj’ IJorflo,?Jorp/ti.~‘n T[, (AJ) -, I(N) 
hcrs,finite imqe. kf ‘ithout the dimension trssumptiorr on N we IICJW thcrt either the imtqe isjnite 
or the Lie trlqehrcl of I( N) iws (I simple suhulycbru (necessuril~~ o/‘ W-rd < I) wi~osr~ 
conlplcsific.trtbrr conttrins the corliplc.\-iJic.tIliorl f$ g. 
Thsre are two central ingrcdicnts to the proofs of Thcorcm A. 13. The lirst are the 
tcchniqucs dcvclopcd in [ I3]. whcrc certain questions of mcasurahlc orbit cquivalcncc are 
investigated. Although we shall use a number of the arguments of [l3], the key point is 
a gsncralixation of a result proven by Marpulis in his investigation of normal subgroups of 
lattices [X, 141. Namely, Margulis proved that with G as in Thcorcm 1% P c G a parabolic 
subgroup, and r c G ;I lattice. then any mcasurablc quotient of the r-action on G/P is 
(measurably) of the form G/i-” whcrc I” 3 I’ is another parabolic subgroup. In [IJ’J, this was 
gcnsraliled to the following assertion. If hl is any G-space with ;I finite invariant ergodic 
mcasurc and X is a mcasurablc G-space for which thcrc arc measure class preserving 
G-maps AI x G/P + X -t 121 whosr composition is projection, then X is of the form 
‘$1 x G/P’ for some P’. This result, togcthcr with other properties of the action of G on 
AJ x G/P’ will be basic to the proofs of Theorems A, B. 
The second central ingredient is various propcrtics of the action of the isomctry group 
I(N) on ?N, the boundary of N (ix., asymptotic classes of gcodcsics on iV J. Some of these 
properties we shall need arc known. Howcker the basic new result in this direction we need 
is the following. 
THEOREM 3. I. Let N be a complete simply connected Riwtunniun muni/idd with sectional 
curvature - b’ 5 K I; - u2, a, be iw, a # 0. Let I- c l(N) he u discrrte subgroup and p any 
quasi-inwriunt measure$w the I- uction on 2N. 7hrn the rrctiorl oj’P o)t ((7,V. p) is amenable. 
(See [ 141 for a discussion of amenable actions.) If N is symmetric, then ?N has a natural 
smooth structure and amenability of I- on I?N with the Lcbcsguc measure class can be 
established quite directly and algebraically. (See [ 141, e.g.) If N is not symmetric, then ?N is 
in general only a topological sphere. It does however carry a natural measure class that is 
quasi-invariant under I(N). and in [IO] it is established that if I- c I(S) is discrete and 
cocompact, then the I- action on ?N is amenable with respect to this measure class. It will be 
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important for our present purposes to have this for any quasi-invariant measure. and the 
main idea of the proof of [lo] will also be important in the proof of Theorem 3.1. The 
assumption in [IO] that I- be cocompact was used there via an application of Bowen’s result 
on the hyperfiniteness of the unstable foliation of an Anosov flow on a compact manifold. 
Bowen’s proof in turn depends upon symbolic dynamics and does not easily generalize. 
Here, instead, we use geometry directly to obtain polynomial growth for this foliation, 
which yields amenability. 
In Theorem A. the main use of the assumption that the action preserve an analytic 
connection is that the action is essentially proper on the universal cover. This result is due to 
Gromov [5. 56.11. In fact, the proof of Theorem A shows that one obtains the same 
conclusions for any action preserving a finite measure such that the action on the universal 
cover is proper. This condition can actually be weakened further to that of topological 
engaging. (Cf. [ 15. Definition 2.21) 
We collect here some ergodic theoretic information, mostly known, which we will need 
for the proofs of Theorems A, H. 
Let I’ + &I be a continuous principal II-bundle, and suppose G acts on P (say on the 
right) by principal bundle automorphisms. Choosing a mcasurablc trivialization of P, say 
1’ = AI x 11 (mcasurahly). the G action will bc given by (m. h)y = (rn$/, Z(VI, g)-‘h) where 
a: AI x G + If is ;I cocyclc. i.e.. it satislics the identity a(m, g,u2) = a(m. y, )x(my, , y2 ). The 
commuting action of II is of course simply given by right translation on the second factor. 
Two such cocyclcs x./1: bl x G -+ ii arc called equivalent if there is a measurable cp : hf 4 I1 
such that cp(~~~)x(m. y)lp(r~,/) ’ = /j(w. g); this is equivalent to the assertion that SI. /I corres- 
pond to the same action via a dillicrcnt choice of measurable trivialization. If Ii acts 
continuously (on the right) on the space X, then one forms the associated bundle E with 
fiber X, namely E = ( I’ x X );/I. There is a natural action of G on this space by tiber bundle 
automorphisms, which under a measurable trivialization takes the form E = df x X, 
(111. .\-)y = (rely. YZ(N, $1)). A mcasurablc G-invariant section of E corresponds under this 
trivialization to a mrasurablc map cp : M -. X such that cp(my) = cp(m)r(m, y). We shall call 
such a map r-invariant. 
A basic idea we shall use is that of an amenable action [14]. The following is a direct 
consequence of the definition (and is almost equivalent to it). 
LEMSN 2. I. S~pposr X1 is un c~mentrhlr G-spcrce, a : ill x G + H is a cocycle and Y is 
a comptrc’t conws Il-sptrce (on which H acts by qfine rransformations). Then there is a 
measuruhlr z-inrtrritinf mcip cp : ill -+ 1’. 
A basic construction WC shall require is that of the Mackey range of a cocycle. If 
Z: AI x G + H is a cocycle, and G acts on ,V x H via the above formula, let X be the space 
of ergodic components of the G-action. Then H acts on X. and this action is called the 
Mackey range. If the action of G on bhl x H is tame (e.g. if the action of G comes from an 
action on a principal bundle which is proper or more generally has locally closed orbits), 
then X is the orbit space X = (.U x H),‘G. (See [I43 for details.) If Y is a continuous 
H-space. and cp: izl -. Y is x-invariant. then the map bhl x H --, Y given by (m. h) + cp(m)h is 
obviously G-invariant for the action of G on ,+I x fi defined by J. and is an H-map. It thus 
induces an H-map +: S -+ 1’. Thus. we have: 
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LEMVA 2.2. If z: bf x G -, H is a coc~cle with .Clacke_v ranye .Y. and Y is a conrinuous 
H-space. thrn (p-G &tines a bijrcrion hrrween z-invariant funcrions ‘$1 --, I’ and H-maps 
X + Y. (All funcrions here are identiJird if‘the_v ayrre ax..) 
Suppose now that the action of G on .!I is ergodic. Then the action of H on the Mackey 
range will also be ergodic. Suppose now that H is a countable discrete group. An action of 
H on a measure space >V is called recurrent if for every A t ‘!I of positive measure, and a.e. 
m E A, there is a sequence h, E H. h, + x in H. such that ml!, E A. The following is routine. 
LEMV\ 2.3. Suppose the countable discrete group H acts eryodicull~ on 31. The followiny 
are equivalent: 
(i) the action is not recurwnt; 
(ii) th action is equidrn~ (modulo null sets) to the H-ucrion on H/F where F c H is 
a Jinife yroup. 
Condition (ii) is related to the Mackey range via: 
Now let N bc a complctc. simply connrctcd Riemannian manifold with ncpative 
curvature bounded away from 0. Ixt c’N bc the boundary and AI (c'N) the space of 
probability mcasurcs on c’N. Let I(N) lx the isomctry group of N (which is a Lie group). 
Then I(N) acts on ?N and M(c’N). The following is a basic fact about negative curvature. 
LEMMA 1 2.5. Suppw h, E I( N) md II, -, ‘cc . LPI 11 E M (?N) tad suppose h,(p) -+ v. 
Then v is supporred on rrl rrrost IWO poinls. 
For a proof, see [13]. We shall apply this, as in [13J. as follows. 
LEMMA 2.6. ~U~~O.SL~ 2: ill X ( ; -+ A is u cw~~~lt~ where G UCY.S eryodicull_v on izl und 
A c 1 (N) is u tliscrr~e suhyroup. Suppose cp : M -+ M( i)N) is z-incuriunr. Then either: 
(a) is eyuidvir to u cocjde inlo a j’nirr suhyroup of A; 
or, (b) for U.P. m E hf, q(m) is supported on 111 mosI ow poinls. 
Proo$ This basically follows from the argument in [13, Theorem 3.73. For completc- 
ness. we indicate a quick proof. If (a) does not hold, then by Lemmas 2.2.2.3. and 2.4 there is 
a measurable A-map @:X + ilf(c?N) corresponding to cp. where X is a recurrent A-space. 
By the construction of S, it clearly sullices to see that for a.e. 1. G(x) is supported on at most 
two points. Set II/ = 4. Let h-I, c M(cJN) be the measures supported on at most two points, 
and M, the complement of izf, c IV( ?N ). Suppose there is a set A c X of positive measure 
such that $(.T)E AI, for all SE ,4. Since hzI, c hf(?N) is closed and h-I(?N) is metrizable, one 
can write hf, = n U, where Cl, 3 hf, is open and U, + 1 c U,. Then for some j we can 
choose I? c A of positive measure such that for all IE B we have 11/(x)$ U,. By recurrence, 
for a.e. x E B we can find a sequence i., E A. i., -+ z , such that .‘c* j.,E B. so in particular, 
I(l(.ri.,) = $(.r)i..$ L:,. By passing to a suhscquence we can assume $(x)i, converges in 
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.V (?.V I. From Lemma 2.5. this limit is in M, , which is clearly impossible since $(x)j.. & Uj. 
This proves the lemma. 
A basic difference between negative curvature and symmetric spaces of higher rank is 
the contrast of Lemma 2.5 to the following simple result. 
LEVV~ 2.7. [I?, Prop. 4.43 Let G be u semisimple Lie group with W-r&(G) L 2 and no 
complr,~ )i~c.tors. Let P c G be u proper parabolic subgroup. Then rhere is an W-split 
(non-rnrid und hrnce non-compucr) abelian subgroup A c G and a non-atomic probability 
meusurt’ v E Jf (G P) which is A-invariant. 
FinJly. we recall one of the basic results of [13] which plays a key role in the present 
paper. and to which we alluded in the introduction. 
LEVV~ 2.X. [ 13. Theorem 4. I] Let G be a connected simple Lie group with finite center 
untl R-rd(G) 2 2. Lrt Al ht. un eryodic G-space with afinite invariant measure. Let P c G be 
(I pc~roMic suh~yroup. lj’ Z is cm eryodic G-space for which there exists measure class 
prescrrirky mcrps .!f x G;‘P 4 Z 4 ill whose composition is projection, then there is a parabolic 
suhyroup P’ I P such lhtrt Z is isomorphic as a measuruble G-spuce to bl x G/P’ in such 
(I WI!’ rhJr f/w trhw IPICJ~S correspond to rhe obaious ones. 
(We remark that in [ 131 it was assumed that G has trivial center. However, the 
arpumcnt works in the finite ccntcr case just as well.) 
3. A.XlKNARII.ITY OF BOUNDARY ACTIONS 
The point of this section is to prove the following theorem which general&s the main 
result of [IO) and is of central importance to the proofs of Theorems A. B. 
TII~ ( )UI:M 3. I. l.cl N be u complete sirrlply connected Riemunniun muni/old with sectionul 
currtllurd - h’ 2 K 5 - u’, 11. h E [w. u # 0. h I- c f(N) be a discrcle yroup of isomrlries 
rrtd 11 E .\I ( c’N ) ht, yltcrsi-itlr.clritrtlr under I-. Then thr r-uction on (dN. p) is umenuhlr. 
M’c remark that amenability for every quasi-invariant measure implics that the stabil- 
irors are all amcnublc [ 14J. although the converse is far from true. However, we will prove 
Thcorrm 3.1 by proving first amenability of all stabilizers and then amenability of the 
equivalence relation dcfncd by the action. This will suffice by virtue of the following simple 
rcm2rh. 
LEXC\I.~ 3.2. Lrr r hr 11 counruble discrete group ucting on a measure spuce (X. p) where 
11 is ylcrlsi-itlt.cJriclttt. Let R be the eyuidence relation on X defined by the orbits. If R is 
ntwdh~ (in the .~n.se oj’ [ 123 ) und rhe stabilizer r, is urnenable for a.e. x E X, then the 
r-cJc’tic)lJ i.S lJl~l~~lJh~~~. 
Proc$ Wc simply apply the definition. Let A = (A,} be an affine r-space over X. Thus, 
z is a cocyclc defined on S x I- and z(x, 7) : A,, + A, is an affine transformation where A, is 
compact and convex. For each x E X, let zL, = aI (x} x I-, , so xx is a representation of I-, by 
aflinc transformation of rl,. Let E, c A, be the set of n,(T;)-fixed points. Then restricting 
z(s, ;‘I to B,r, wc obtain an affine r-space B = {B,) over X on which the stabilizers act 
trivial]!. Thus. the cocyclc acting on B can be considered as being defined on R. Since R is 
amenable. there is an z-invariant section in {B,} c (A, 1, and this establishes amenability. 
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For further background information on Hadamard manifolds, (i.e. complete simply 
connected Riemannian manifolds of non-positive curvature) and their isometries we refer 
to [ 11. Now assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. Let B = SN. 
LEMVA 3.3. Let .V and I- hr us uborr. clnd let .\: E ?.V. Then the isotrop_v subgroup r, of x in 
r is amenublr. 
Prooj First suppose that I, does not contain a hyperbolic isometry. Then I, preserves 
each horosphere based at .Y [ 1. Lemmata 6.6 and 6.81. Fix a stable horosphere H with center 
at X, and let PE H. Let A c f, be any subgroup generated by a finite set F. Then the 
elements in F move p by at most a distance C. Since the curvatures are bounded by 
K s - a’, the geodesic flow y, contracts H uniformly by at least e-I“. Thus the elements in 
F move g, p by arbitrarily little for large enough t. By the Ma&is’ Lemma. it follows that 
A is almost nilpotent. and in particular amenable. Since an increasing union of amenable 
groups is amenable, the lemma follows in this case. 
It remains to argue the case when r, contains a hyperbolic element 7. Let c be its axis. If 
BE r, then 3 fixes the other endpoint of c by [3. Proposition 6.81. Since N is negatively 
curved, there is a unique pcodcsic connecting two distinct points at infinity. Therefore 
3 preserves c. Now consider the restriction homomorphism from I-, to translations of c. As 
the kernel is discrete and a subgroup of the orthogonal group at c(0). it is finite. Since the 
image is discretc the claim follows. 
Rtvntrrk The conclusion of Lemma 3.3 is false if we do not assume that the curvature is 
bounded below. This follows from the cxamplcs of warped products in [3, Proposition 9.11. 
The point this assumption is used in the arpumcnt is in the application of the Ma&is 
lemma. (SIX [I. Section 8.31 for a proof of thr latter.) Thcsc examples also explicitly show 
the need for the assumption that thr curvature br bounded below in Thcorcms A, B. C, 
and 3.1. 
The next result is well known for compact manifolds of negative curvature or more 
generally for the stable Icavcs of an Anosov flow on a compact manifold [43. 
PHOPOSITION 3.4. Lrt N hr us ~J~OW. Thm rrrry horosphrre of N bus polynomiul growth. 
Proof: Let H be a horosphere in N. We denote the distance in H with respect to the 
induced metric by h( .:) while d denotes the distance in N. Heintze and Im Hof proved the 
following comparison between these distances [6]: for all points p, qclf we have 
2 
-sinh( ) 
a 
zd(p,q) <lr(p,y)*isinh 
Let Sh,u’“( p) denote the ball of radius R about p in H in the horospherical metric and BR( p) 
the ball of radius R in N about p. By the above equation there is a constant C such that for 
all large enough R H’C have the inclusion 
B?“(P) = &+,Z.‘u,loyR(P)~ 
Let B’ be the set of unit tanpcnt vectors inward normal to BF“‘( p). and let a:SN + N 
denote the canonical projection where SS is the unit tangent bundle of N. Set 
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where g, denotes the geodesic flow on the unit tangent bundle of N. Let b denote the 
Busemann function of H. Recall that (I Cb jl = 1. By the coarea formula we find 
c 
1 
voi .4 = volboro n( g,B’) dt 
0 
where VOI~“‘~ denotes the volume functions on the horospheres with respect to the induced 
metric. Since K 2 - b’ we get for 0 5 t I 1 that volhoro n( g,B’) 2 e-cm-‘)bv~lhoroB~ro( p), 
where m is the dimension of H. By Bishop’s theorem on volume comparison, the growth of 
the volume of balls in R: is at most vol B,( p) I, C’e’m-l’b’ for some constant C’. Since 
A = &+l+.,l,lR(~) we find 
cje(m- l)bVZ+ 1) 
R’“- “Zb’a 2 voi &-+ , +,: a,logR(p) 2 vol A 2 e-‘m-“b volboro( @““( p)). 
Notice that the growth is in fact independent of the particular horosphere. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let T br u discrete yroup of isometries of N and set M = P,,V. 
(i) The (strony stuhle) horosphtrical foliation of the unit tanyent bundle of N has 
pol_vvnomiul yrowth. und is thcrtlfore amenable with respect to any quasi-invariant 
meusure. 
(ii) The wcuk stuhlc foliution is ulso umcnuhle with respect to any quasi-inruriunt measure. 
Proof (i) follows from a standard averaging argument. (ii) Since the geodesic flow 
permutes the lcavcs of the strong stable foliation and Iw is amcnablc, amenability of the 
weak stable foliation follows by the same arpumcnt that shows a group to be amcnablc if it 
has a normal amonablc subgroup with amcnabk quotient 1143. 
PRO~~OSI-ZION 3.6. Let I- hr 11 discrctc yroup of isometrics of N. Then the uction of T on (7N 
defines un umenuhlr rcluicv~lcncc relution with rrspcct to unp quusi-inouriunt meusure m. 
Proof The argument is entirely analogous to that in [IO]. Thcreforc we only give an 
outline. 
Let A denote the diagonal in c’N x ?N. We identify the unit tangent bundle SN of 
N with (?X x ?N - A) x Iw in the usual way. Detine a measure @ on SN by 
d/i = dm x dm x dt. 
Clearly, jj is quasi-invariant under the weak stable foliation and under r. Let M = T\N, let 
SXf be its unit tangent bundle and let p:SN --, SM denote the obvious projection. Then 
drf 
p = p,(j) is quasi-invariant under the weak stable foliation of SM. The weak stable 
foliation and the f-action on SN are “dual” in the sense that they define equivalence 
relations with the same quotient space. Since the weak stable foliation is amenable with 
respect to p, one can now deduce the amenability of the equivalence relation defined by the 
r-action using this “duality” (cf. [IO, Lemma I]). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The result follows immediately from 3.2, 3.3 and 3.6, 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let I- he us in Theorem 3. I. Let the symmetric group on two letters, S,, 
act naturally on CN x ?N, so Q = (?N x dN)/S, can be identified with the subsets of dN 
consisting of one or two points. J//c is uny measure on Q quasi-invariant under the r-action, 
then the r-action on (Q, n) is umcnuhle. 
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Proof: Let q: 2N x ?N 4 Q be the natural map. Then p lifts to an S, x T-quasi- 
invariant measure i; on SS x S,V. and it suffices to see that this action is amenable [I I]. 
Letting p be projection onto the first factor. the action on l’- on (?S, p* (6)) is amenable by 
Theorem 3.1. That (?,V x (1s. fi) is also amenable. then follows from [ 111. 
4. PROOF OF THE iMAIN RESULTS 
We fin an erpodic finite G-invariant measure on M. Let r = x, ( M 1. and h : I- 4 I ( N) be 
a homomorphism. We set A = h(r) and assume A c I(N) is discrete. We let 2: hf x G -. r 
be the cocycle coming from the lift of the G-action to the universal cover Ai. (We remark 
that since n,(G) is finite, we may actually assume G is simply connected.) For any subgroup 
H c G, we let XH be the Mackey range of the cocycle (h 2 z)IM x H, which is a cocycle 
hf x H -, A. Let 6 be the lift of r to the G-space bf x G/P, where P c G is the minimal 
parabolic. i.e.. z’(nt. x. y) = ~(m, y). We recall that AI x G/P is an amenable ergodic G-space 
[14]. It follows (from Lemma 2.1) that there is an (h 3 $-invariant map 
cp : Af x G/P -* i%f (?N ). Let $ : izf x G,‘P 4 hf xh .,izf(~?N) be Ij/(fn, x) = (m, g?(x)) where 
bf x,,,= M(?N) is the G-space with action defined by the cocycle h >z: ix. 
(m. p)y = (my, [II’, a(m. g)]-‘lrl). Projecting the product measure class on A! x G/P to 
bf xh,z M(?N) via II/, WC obtain a sequence of measure class preserving G-maps 
hf x G/P : 121 xh ,I l\l(?N)z1Zf whose composition is projection. Thus, by Lemma 2.8. 
izf X,,.= fbf(?N) is isomorphic as a measurable G-space (with the measure constructed 
above) to hf x G/P,, where P, 2 P is another parabolic. 
Proofi (ii), (iii) and (iv) are equivalent by Lemma 2.3, 2.4. Suppose II 1 z - /I where 
ly( hf x G) c A”, where A0 c A is finite. Then kf xh ,I M((?N) z hf xII M( (7N). The ergodic 
measure v on hf xEl hf( (7N) (given by the isomorphism with 121 x G/P,, and the product 
measure on the latter) can be decomposed as v = 1 EM v,, whcrc v.~ E M( icf ( (‘N)). Since A,, is 
finite and v is ergodic, it is easy to see that I’, must be supported on finitely many points for 
a.e. x E izf. Since M x ,, M( (7N ) I izf x G/P,, via an isomorphism commuting with the 
projections to M, it follows that the standard measure on G/P, is supported on finitely 
many points, which clearly implies P, = G. 
Conversely, suppose P, = G. This means that there is an /I ‘3 z-invariant map 
M 4 M (L7N). By Lemma 2.2, there is a corresponding map I/I : X, + M ( L7N). We claim X, 
is not a recurrent A-space. If it is, then by Lemma 2.6 we have l(/(.r) supported on one or two 
points for a.e. x E X, _ Thus, we may identify $ with a map 1(1 : X, -+ Q = (?N x ?N)/S, . By 
Corollary 3.7, Q is an amenable A-space with the A-quasi-invariant measure G,(vc;) where 
vG represents the measure class on X, . It then follows from [I I. Theorem 2.4, p. 3593 that 
X, is an amenable A-space. If X, is essentially transitive, then X, 3 A/A,, where A, is 
amenable [ 14, Proposition 4.3.2. p. 721. Therefore. II” z is equivalent to a cocycle taking 
values in A, . Since G is a Kazhdan group it follows 114, Theorem 9.1.11 that h 7 r is 
equivalent to a cocycle into a finite subgroup of A,, so that in fact X, z A/A, where A0 is 
finite, contradicting rccurrencc of X,. On the other hand, if X, is not essentially transitive, 
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but rather is properly ergodic. then there is a cocycle c: S, x A + Z whose Mackey range is 
a properly ergodic H-space [-. ’ 141. How-ever. by general properties of the Mackey range [9] 
this implies that there is a cocycle ,I! x G -+ Z with the same (properly ergodic) Mackey 
range. However. by Kazhdan’s property again. any L-valued cocycle on .V x G is co- 
homologicaly trivial. so the Xfxkcy range must be the action of E on itself. This contradic- 
tion completes the proof. 
We shail need the following variant of the implication (iii) 3 (i) in the above iemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. W’ith no~urion us uhow S~I~~CJW (11 . I)[ .%I x P is qtiralrn~ ~CJ u coc)cir into 
a finite subgroup oj‘11. Thm P, = G. 
Proof We have .\f xh z XI ( i-N) z Jf x G,‘P, as G-spaces. The group P acts essentially 
transitively on G/P, with a non-compact stabilizer. It follows from Moore’s ergodicity 
theorem [ 143 that P acts ergodically on izf x G;‘P,, and hence on ilf xh 31 M( ?N ). The 
argument of the first part of the proof of Lemma 4.1 now applies (just letting P act rather 
than G) to prove Lemma 4.2. 
We now apply Lemma 2.7 to give a further condition which ensures P, = G. 
LEMMA 4.3. Supp~~tl X,, is rccurrtv~~ Ji~r twv-y R-split conntvtcd (non-trivium) abelian 
suhyroup A c G. Then P, = G. 
Prooj: We recall the 11’7 C-invariant map v, : 121 x G/P -+ izf ( ?N ). This corresponds to an 
h i’al( hf x P)-invariant function ‘p(, : ,%I -. iLf( (7N). By Lemmas 4.2 and 2.6, if P,, # G, then 
qo(m) is supported on one or two points for ax. IKE AI. It follows that cp(m. x) is supported 
on one or two points for ax. (IV, .‘c)E .\I x G/P. Thcrcforc WC may view the sequence of 
G-spaces, 
as (up to null sets). 
AI x G/P * &I x,, ..i%f( ?N) + hf 
.If x G,‘P * ,%I x h * Q --, AI, 
where Q = (?N x ?N),‘S, as above. Thus, WC have 121 x GiP, z &I x h .Q. 
Now choose a measure v on G/P,, which is non-atomic and invariant under some R-split 
non-trivial abelian A c G. as in Lemma 2.7. This corresponds under the above isomor- 
phism to an (1~ a)ll%f x A-invariant map 0: izf + hf(Q). and by Lemma 2.2 to a A-map 
8: X,, --, IV(Q). This lifts naturally to a A-map XA --* hf( ?N x ?N). Projecting onto each 
factor we obtain A-maps X, -* .tf ( t’k). Since X, is recurrent, the essential range of this map 
is supported on atomic measures, by Lemma 2.5. The same is therefore true of ijand hence 
0. However, this contradicts the fact that Y is non-atomic. verifying the lemma. 
Proo_foJ’ Thtwrrm A. By [5]. the action of G is topologically engaging [IS]. as is the 
restriction to any non-compact closed subgroup. It follows from [IS] that the cocycle 
albf x A is not equivalent to a cocyclc into a finite subgroup of I-. for any non-compact 
closed A c G. Suppose h is injective with discrete image. Then obviously (II 0 a)[ .tf x A is 
also not equivalent to a cocycle into a finite subgroup. However, from Lemmas 2.3, 2.4, we 
have that X, is recurrent, and by Lemma 4.3 that P, = G. Lemma 4.1 then provides 
a contradiction. completing the proof. 
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Proqfof Theorem B. The argument above shows that for any h with discrete image, h 0 z 
is equivalent to a cocycle into a finite subgroup of A. This implies that x is equivalent to 
a cocycle into a subgroup rl c r such that 
(i) rl 1 I-, with I-, normal 
(ii) r,,,r,, is finite; and 
(iii) r, r, is residually finite. 
However, if r,‘r, is infinite this 
by [ 15, 3.53. 
in r; 
contradicts the fact that the G-action on M is engaging 
Remark. Proposition 3.5 of [ 151 asserts that for an engaging action z is not equivalent 
to a cocycle into a subgroup rl c I- = r,( .I!) such that (i). (ii), (iii) (as above) hold with l-/r, 
infinite. An examination of the proof of [ 15. 3.51 shows that one may replace the condition 
that T/T, be infinite and residually finite by the weaker condition that l-/r, have finite 
quotients of arbitrarily large cardinality. 
Proof of Corollary C. Suppose im(h) is discrete. If the image A is infinite, then A = T/F 
where F is finite and normal. Since r is residually finite, A has finite quotients of arbitrarily 
large cardinality. By Theorem B this is impossible. Thus, A is finite. 
Suppose now that A is not discrete. Let H = i in I(N). Since An Ho is normal in A. by 
passing to a subgroup of I- of finite index we may assume II is connected. If L c If is 
a maximal scmisimplo subgroup, from the fact that N has strictly negative curvature 
it follows that there is at most one non-compact simple factor L, of L and that L, has 
W-rank I. (Namely, a non-compact abclian subgroup of I(Y) has a fixed point set on (7N 
consisting of I or 2 points. Therefore, a connected centralizer of this group also leaves these 
points invariant. Thcrcfore. in R-rank at least 2 we would have a non compact simple group 
fixing a point on c’N as it can arise as such a centralizer. However, we have already this is 
impossible, for example via Lemma 3.3.) By the main results of [Is], it follows that gC 
embeds in the complexificd Lit algebra of L. Finally, if dim I(N) < dim G (which of course 
follows if dim X is sufliciently small), then this is impossible, so A must in fact be discrete. 
rl‘.krt~~~/cd!/~~~ml., -We would like IO thank Mwzhacl Anderson and Kevin Corlelte for some helpful convcrsa- 
lions. 
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